
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Augustum High Quality Bond - “Y” 
A Sub-Fund of New Millennium  

“Distribution” shares (ISIN LU1362558436) 
This SICAV is managed by NATAM Management Company S.A 

 

 
 

Objective and Investment Policy  
 

 AZ Swiss & Partners S.A. is the Investment Manager of this 

Sub-fund 

 The objective of the Sub-Fund is to achieve higher results than 
those generally offered by money market instruments while 
maintaining a low risk level; 

 The Sub-fund invests in bonds, both fixed and floating rate, 
issued mainly by European issuers. 

 Bonds are mainly issued by Government and Supranational 
issuers of which at least 20% issued by Governments 
belonging to G8 countries and Supranational issuers;  

 Investment in securities with no rating or with rating lower than 
“investment grade” is not allowed; 

 Exchange rate risk is limited to 20% of the net asset value 
thanks to the hedging against the Euro of  the main currency 
positions; 

 Derivative  instruments, which are financial contracts whose 
value depends on the market price of a reference asset, can  
be used also for investment purposes provided that the total  
commitment does not exceed, at any moment, 100% of net 
asset value; the investment in credit derivative instruments 
(i.e..Credit Default Swaps, Credit Spread Derivatives that allow 
two parties to exchange the credit risks specific  to   some 
issuers)  is allowed only for hedging purposes ; 

 The following indices are not used to define the asset 
allocation but only for the purpose of monitoring the return of 
the Sub-Fund: 
- 30% Bloomberg Barclays 3 mesi Euribor Swap Index TR Eur 
(LS01TREU); 

 

 
 

- 40% Bloomberg Barclays Euro Aggregate Gov.1-3 Years TR 
Index Value Unhedged Euro (LEG1TREU) ; 
- 30% Bloomberg Barclays Euro Agg Goc TR Index Value 
Unhedged EUR (LEEGTREU) 
The Investment manager may invest in financial instruments 
not included in the benchmark in order to take advantage of 
specific investment opportunities. This active management 
approach involves a deviation from the reference index which 
can be significant. 

 The Sub-fund does not take sustainability criteria into account 
as part of its investment process, does not promote ESG 
features and does not have as objective, sustainable 
investment.  The investments underlying this financial product 
do not take into account the EU criteria for environmentally 
sustainable economic activities Therefore since the financial 
instruments of the Sub-Fund are exclusively selected based 
on financial considerations, the disclosure pursuant to art. 8 
and 9 of Regulation (EU) 2019/2088 is not required to be 
complied with. 

 Recommendation: this fund may not be appropriate for 
investors who plan to withdraw their money in a time horizon 
shorter then medium term (3-5 years) 

 Investors may redeem their shares on any business day for 
Luxembourg banks; 

 A dividend equal to 2.5% of the net assets is distributed on a 
yearly basis regardless of the performance of the Sub-Fund  

Risk and Reward Profile  
 

                                         Lower risk                                         Higher Risk 
                                                          Typically lower rewards                                             Typically higher rewards 

 
 
 
 

 The risk category is based on a synthetic indicator linked to 
historical data over a 5-year period and is not a reliable 
indication about the future risk profile of this class of shares; 
it  is not guaranteed and it  may change over time; 

 The risk indicator for the Sub-Fund is set at 3 because the 
volatility of its past returns has been medium-low. This is 
mainly due to the fluctuations of bonds returns; 

 The lowest rating does not mean a risk-free investment; 

 The calculation for this share class, for the period prior to its 
launch , was made on the basis of the data of Class “I” 
which , being a pre-existing class of shares, has a long 
enough track record to make the calculation meaningful; 

 This Sub-Fund is not a guaranteed capital fund and the 
following risks, though not detected by the synthetic 

indicator, can  be relevant for the Sub-Fund: 

 

- Significant changes in interest rates may cause large 
fluctuations in bonds; 

- The  Derivative instruments can be used to increase, limit or 
keep the risk level of the Sub-Fund. The strategy implemented 
by the Manager may not always be successful and the Sub-
Fund could therefore incur in significant losses; 

- The use of derivatives, especially OTC (meaning that they are 
not traded in regulated markets  but directly with the 
counterparties) may imply significant losses if a counterparty 
defaults and cannot honor its liabilities; 

- Sustainability risk: means an ESG event or condition that, if it 
occurs, could cause a negative material impact on the value of 
the investment. 
 

Key Investor Information 

This document provides you with key investor information about this fund. It is not marketing material. The information is 
required by law to help you understand the nature and the risks of investing in this fund. You are advised to read it so you 
can make an informed decision about whether to invest.  
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Practical Information 
 The Custodian Bank is State Street Bank International GmbH, Luxembourg Branch. 

 Further information about the SICAV (including the Prospectus, the latest annual and half-yearly reports and other practical 
information) are available free of charge in Italian and in English on the websites www.natam.lu  
www.newmillenniumsicav.com  and at the registered office of the SICAV (49, J.F. Kennedy Avenue L- 1855 Luxembourg) 

 The most recent share prices can be obtained from the website www.newmillenniumsicav.com  

 The details of the up-to-date remuneration policy, including, but not limited to, a description of how remuneration and 
benefits are calculated, the identity of persons responsible for awarding remuneration and benefits, including composition of 
the remuneration committee, if any exists, are available at the website www.natam.lu and a paper copy can be obtained free 
of charge at the registered office of NATAM Management Company S.A.  

 Luxembourg taxation regime may have an impact on the personal tax position of the investor. 

 NATAM Management Company S.A. may be held liable solely on the basis of any statement contained in this document that 
is misleading, inaccurate or inconsistent with the relevant parts of the Prospectus for the SICAV. 

 The SICAV consists of separate Sub-Funds with segregated liabilities. This means that the assets of a Sub-Fund will not be 
available to meet the claims of a creditor made against another Sub-Fund. 

 means that the assets of a Sub-Fund will not be available to meet the claims of a creditor made against another Sub-Fund. 

 The information contained in this document is specific to Augustum High Quality Bond. However, the Prospectus, annual 
and half-yearly reports are prepared for the SICAV as a whole. 

 Investors may switch some or all their shares in shares of another Sub-Fund and/or Class within the SICAV without paying 
any extra fees 

 

Charges 
The charges you pay are used to pay the costs of running the Sub-Fund, including the costs of marketing and distribution. 
These charges reduce the potential growth of your investment. 

One off charges taken before and after you invest  

 
Entry charge 

 
none 

 
The entry charges and the exit charges are the maximum figures that might be taken 
out of your money before it is invested or before the proceeds of your investment are 
paid out. In some cases you might pay less. You can obtain the actual charges from 
your financial adviser or distributor 

 
Exit charge 

 

 
none 

 

Charges taken from the Sub-Fund over a year 

    Ongoing charges 
 

0,94% 
 

The ongoing charges figure is calculated on last year's expenses for the year ending 31 
December 2021 and it may vary from year to year. It does not include performance 
fees and transaction costs (except in the case of an entry/exit charge paid by the 
UCITS when buying or selling shares in another collective investment undertaking). 

Charges taken from the Sub-Fund under certain specific conditions 

Performance fee rate 
 

7,5% 
 

The performance fees are calculated basing on the positive difference between the last 
gross asset value per share before accrual of the performance fees and the highest  
net asset value determined as at the end of any preceding  period (calendar year) and 
giving rise to the payment of a performance fee  since the first period, or the first net 
asset value of the first period subject to a performance fee calculation. Performance 
fees are paid out annually. Commissions taken in 2021:0,04% 

Further information about charges can be found in the full Prospectus of the SICAV, in Chapter 11 ”Investment Advice and management 
Delegation and respective fees” and in Chapter 21 “Fees and Expenses”. The Prospectus is available online at  www.newmillenniumsicav.com 
 

Past Performance* 

Fondo

Benchmark

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

      Fund 13.1% 1.9% 2.3% 1.6% 0.5% 2.2% -2.3% 4.8% 0.1% 1.6%

      Bmk 4.4% 1.3% 3.3% 0.6% 0.8% -0.1% 0.2% 1.8% 1.3% -1.5%
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For the period prior to launch of Class “Y” and during periods of inactivity, the performance shown is related to class “I” of  the same Sub-Fund 
which does not differ materially in the extent of its participation in the assets of the Sub-Fund. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
New Millennium and NATAM Management Company S.A are authorized in the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg and supervised by the 
“Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier (CSSF)”.This Key Investor Information Document is accurate as at 11/02/2022 

 Past performance is not a guide to future 
performance. 

 Past performance is calculated net of all 
charges taken from the Sub-Fund. 

 The Sub-Fund was launched in March 2003 
while Class “Y” in February 2016. Class “Y” has 
been inactive since 22/01/2021 

 Past performance is calculated in Euros. 

 The Sub-Fund changed its benchmark in 
January 2017 (dashed lines)  

 The performance of the sub-fund is not tracking 
the index 
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